
GET YOUR GAME FACE ON
Google Play’s Change the Game is an initiative to make mobile gaming truly inclusive by celebrating and empowering girls 
and women as both players and creators. 49% of mobile gamers in the US are women, but only comprise 28% of the gaming 
industry. Something is wrong with that picture and we’re aiming to change it. We launched the Design Challenge to introduce 
a possible career in gaming to young women at an early age and empower the next generation of Game Changers.  
 
A future game designer may be in your classroom! We invite you to get your students involved in game design in your class, 
with the provided classroom activities. Coding and gaming experience is not needed to lead the classroom activity, or to 
participate as students. With just a little bit of imagination and writing skills, anyone can enter. 

The Grand Prize Winner will receive a $15,000 college scholarship and $15,000 donation to their school or community center’s 
technology program. The five finalists will have their game made in partnership with Girls Make Games, and launched on the 
Google Play Store for everyone to play. Winners also get a VIP trip to showcase their game design at a special event, receive 
mentorship from leaders in the industry, and join the celebration of women in gaming. Keep reading, there’s more. 

We want your students to rise to the top. That’s why we’ve included a classroom activity to help motivate them. Again, 
neither you nor your students have to know how to build a mobile game. 

Here’s what your students should expect:   

•  All students aged 13–18 in the US are eligible to participate in the contest
•  We suggest all creators spend at least one hour developing their unique mobile game idea
•  Encourage them to share sketches, visuals of characters, settings, and more along the way
•  All contest entries must be submitted by June 7, 2019 

Send students to g.co/ctgdesignchallenge to learn more about the contest and prizes and to submit their mobile game 
design idea. We look forward to seeing your students’ creativity in action!
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Let’s start with a warmup. Your students are pumped. They’re the right age. They’ve got the skills. 
They’re feeling brave and creative. But before they begin to sketch Google Play’s next big mobile 
game, let’s get their imaginations moving. Here are some suggested brainstorming activities to 
help spark their creativity.     

WHAT ARE THE KEY ELEMENTS TO MAKING A GAME?

Ask your students to name and describe a few of their favorite mobile games. Encourage them to think about the key 
elements that make those games appealing. 

•  What are the game’s mechanics? How does one play?
•  Does the game have a storyline? How do the characters, setting, and plot work together?
•  What type of game is it? Adventure, sport, fantasy? 
•  What emotions does the player experience? Excitement, relaxation, etc.
•  What keeps the player motivated to play? Levels, points, competition, etc.  

Now take a deeper dive into some of those key elements of their mobile game design.

WHAT ARE THE MECHANICS OF YOUR GAME?

Game mechanics defi ne what the gameplay is like for the player. Does the player need to jump over rivers? Or does 
the player need to escape monsters? Complete a puzzle? Design a room in a house? Encourage your students to think 
about how game mechanics affect a player’s experience. 

Brainstorm Activities: 

•   Think about the game mechanics of one of your favorite games. Why do you think the game designer chose 
those rules? What could the designer have done differently?

•  What type of game experience do you want for your players? Explorative, frustrated, exciting, etc. 
•   What types of rules or mechanics should you design to achieve that experience? Example: If you want your 

player to feel frustrated, what would you introduce into your game to evoke those feelings?

ARE YOUR STUDENTS READY TO BECOME GAME CHANGERS?



WHO IS YOUR GAME CHARACTER, IF ANY?

Game characters are fictional eings that players can interact with within a game.  game character is often a hero  
or heroine controlled by the player or an enemy the player must defeat or evade. Encourage your students to think  
about potential game characters. Ask your students if a game character is needed. There are many successful games  
that do not have characters.

Brainstorm Activities: 

•  Who are some famous game characters that you think of? How are they different from each other?
•  What can strong game characters add to the game experience?
•   Do all games need game characters? What are examples of games that don’t have characters? Are there  

games where you are the character?
•  What type of personalities do you think your game character has?
•  Do all your game characters get along? Are there “good guys” and “bad guys”?

WHAT’S YOUR GAME STORYLINE, IF ANY?

A game storyline is a plot or narrative arc that the game follows  
from beginning to end. It could include a setting like medieval times  
or a theme like escaping from your arch enemy. It has a beginning,  
a middle, and an end. Encourage your students to think about  
potential game storylines. It may be needed or not depending on  
how the game is constructed. 

Brainstorm Activities: 

•   What are some examples of game storylines that  
appeal to you?

•  How do these storylines contribute to the gameplay?
•  What are some games that don’t rely on storylines?
•   Do storylines need to have a happy ending or can they  

end in a different way?

WHAT IS THE MOTIVATION TO PLAY THE GAME?  
WHAT EMOTIONS DO YOU WANT THE PLAYER TO FEEL?

A successful game will keep players coming back to play again.  
It will trigger some sort of an emotional response. Do players  
want to explore? Get the highest score? Escape the zombies that  
are chasing them? Encourage your students to think about the  
motivations and emotions associated with different mobile games. 

Brainstorm Activities: 

 •  What are some examples of player achievements from popular games?
 •  What emotions does the player feel when they succeed? What about when they fail?
 •  How do games keep players coming back for more?

Now that you’ve discussed the building blocks for game design, it’s time for your students to take 
what they’ve learned and go change the game, by bringing their own unique ideas to life! Invite  
students to think about why they are passionate about game-making and what changes they want  
to see in the future of the gaming industry. Direct students to visit g.co/ctgdesignchallenge where 
they can submit their mobile game design idea.

 

how will you change the game?

TEACHER TIPS
 
It’s recommended that students 
spend at least 1 hour creating 
their unique mobile game idea. 
Encourage students to sketch 
their ideas on paper to get their 
imagination going. We’d love to 
see their final sketches as part 
of the contest submission. Make 
sure to check back with students 
on how the ideas are coming along.  
Provide constructive thoughts  
on how they can bring it to life 
if they are struggling. Encourage 
them to bounce ideas off friends 
and family and remind them of  
the cool prizes/rewards they could  
receive if they win.






